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&amp;amp; 9 more 8,998.99 View now Add to cart Buy as a gift View now Add to cart Buy as a FREE DRM gift. No activation or online connection is required to play. Alan Wake's American Nightmare Description Alan Wake's American Nightmare is a stand-alone spin-off adventure featuring a thrilling pulp action story mode and a new Fight till Dawn arcade mode. American Nightmare will shine a light on
wake's new world while appealing to fans and newcomers. The single-player campaign is coming ... {{ review.content.title }} Product Details 2012, Remedy Entertainment, ... System requirements Windows XP SP2, Dual Core 2GHz Intel or 2.8GHz AMD, 2 GB RAM, DirectX 10 compatible with 512MB RAM ... Alan Wake's American Nightmare is a stand-alone spin-off adventure featuring thrilling pulp action
story mode and the new Fight till Dawn arcade mode. American Nightmare will shine a light on wake's new world while appealing to fans and newcomers. The single-player campaign comes from the darkest corner of 'Night Springs', a fiction inspired by the Twilight Zone. American Nightmare is an exaggerated and gritty rendering of that world – where the horrors of reality have a habit that is too easy to
become a reality. When Wake gets caught up in an alternately overshadowed world of Night Springs, he must hunt down his evil double, Mr. Scratch, to find answers. A supernatural serial killer, Scratch is fixated on Wake's wife, Alice, and even more horrifyingly, Wake's death. To survive and thrive on the darkest nights, Wake must learn to control reality itself and uncover the secrets of Night Springs with a
trusted flashlight by his side and any weapons he can find. The new Fight till Dawn arcade mode puts Wake in the battle of his life. Players are tasked with surviving all-night brutal attacks while collecting their scores. With a myriad of new enemies to fight, Wake won't have any trouble as he'll have plenty of deadly options in his arsenal: old stalwarts like flare guns, wild new favorites like nail guns and old
school Drug favorites like Uzi. Fortunately, safe places and unlockable weapons litter the landscape, allowing a short break from the darkness. This pulp action-thriller adventure is a must-have for all Alan Wake fans! Play Full Story Mode: You'll be on the edge of your seat as you fight to stop evil You double to take back your life... and change reality itself! Fight until the dawn arcade mode: In action-packed
Arcade Mode, you have to master the mechanics of Fight with Light to stay alive until dawn. Can you hang on till Darkness: A crooked and dangerous enemy stalks you in the shadows. Send them with the powerful armory you want. Copyright 2010-2012 Remedy Entertainment Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Alan Wake is a registered trademark of Remedy Entertainment Ltd. Night Springs episode wallpaper
developer avatar diary Intel Integrated Graphics is not supported by this game. Please note that the Windows 10 operating system will receive frequent hardware drivers and software updates after release; this may affect the compatibility of Games Intel Integrated Graphics is not supported by this game. Please note that the Windows 10 operating system will receive frequent hardware drivers and software
updates after release; this can affect the compatibility of games Noone has rated this game yetOne of the verified owners has rated this gameThere is a rating for applied filtersN / AFilters: Not sure what to write? Check out the original psychological horror video game developed by Remedy Entertainment Alan Wake's American NightmareDeveloper(s)Remedy Entertainment[a]Publisher(s)Microsoft
StudiosRemedy Entertainment (PC)Director(s)Sam LakeKai AuvinenWriter(s)Mikko RautalahtiSam LakeComposer(s)Petri AlankoPlatform(s)Xbox 360Microsoft WindowsReleaseXBox 360WW: February 22, 2012Microsoft WindowsNA: May 22, 2012EU: June 29, 2012AU: November 15, 2012Genre(s)Third-person shooterMode(s)Single-player Alan Wake's American Nightmare is a video game developed
by Remedy Entertainment and published by Microsoft Studios. The game is a downloadable follow-up to its predecessor, Alan Wake, but not a sequel per se, but instead serves as a spinoff in the universe. [1] The game is an Xbox 360 title and was released on February 22, 2012 worldwide. The Microsoft Windows version was released on May 22, 2012 in North America, June 29, 2012 in Europe and
November 15, 2012 in Australia. Like its predecessors, the game received mostly positive reviews. Critics praised the change in style and tone from previous themes of isolation, light versus darkness, and melancholy, utilizing psychological horror tropes, found in Alan Wake to madcap, a Pulp-influenced theme in Alan Wake's American Nightmare, using black comedy tropes. [Citation needed] [original
research?] The gameplay of Alan Wake's American Nightmare uses the same combat mechanics found in Alan Wake: The original Alan had a flashlight, which had to be focused on the enemy before firing the weapon at them. American Nightmare focuses more on combat, containing more ammunition and a broader range of weapons, including machine guns, nail guns, crossbows, and combat rifles,
among others. Several weapons were opened through cases found throughout the map, each requiring a number of pages of obtained manuscripts to be opened. Collection page also in the original Alan Wake, although they only served to provide an additional story element. The game also has an arcade mode, where Alan is set against increasingly Wave the enemy. The new arcade map is unlocked as it
is successfully defeated, while the available weapons are determined by the number of pages that have been restored in story mode. The synopsis of Setting and Characters Alan Wake's American Nightmare tells the story of the titular Alan Wake, a former best-selling crime fiction writer. During a vacation to the small town of Bright Falls, Washington, Alan meets a supernatural entity known as the Dark
Presence, which forces him to write a script of a horror novel that will give him strength by turning the events of the story into reality. This happens through the power of the Dark Place, a subjective alternate dimension located beneath the volcanic Cauldron Lake near The Bright Falls. Alan is finally able to defeat Dark Presence by changing the end of the script, freeing Bright Falls and destroying Dark
Presence but trapping Alan inside Dark Place. Alan Wake's American Nightmare focuses on Mr. Scratch, a doppelgänger of Alan created by the power of Lake Cauldron. During game events, it is revealed that Mr Scratch was created when false rumours spread of Alan after his disappearance; The power of Dark Place turns this misinformation into reality in the form of Mr. Scratch, which thus represents
Alan's negative and purely sinister version. Mr. Scratch serves an unknown entity from the Dark Place, and seeks to use his power to plunge the Earth into darkness. Alan attempted to defeat Mr Scratch to protect humanity, especially his wife, Alice Wake. Like the Presence of Darkness, Mr. Scratch has the power to own humans and turn them into Taken, a monstrosity that can only be killed when light
shines on them. The game takes place in Night Springs, a fictional town brought to life by Alan's writing. In the city, Alan meets several denizens who help him on his mission to stop Mr. Scratch, including car mechanic Emma Sloan, astronomer Dr. Rachel Meadows, and art curator Serena Valdivia. Other characters making cameos in the game include Alan's friend and agent Barry Wheeler, and the
Anderson brothers, heavy metal musicians from Bright Falls who helped Alan during the first game show, which Barry now manages during their comeback tour. The plot of American Nightmare is framed by the narrative episode of the fictional TV show, Night Springs, which follows the style of The Twilight Zone and appears on television screens throughout the original Alan Wake. The episode was shown
on a TV screen in the hotel room of Barry Wheeler, Alan's friend and former agent. The narrative explains that Alan was trying to go after the dark news anchor, Mr. Scratch, who was Alan's evil doppelganger created by dark forces. Scratch is determined to take everything Alan loves, including his wife, Alice. Alan, as a champion of light, has the ability to rewrite reality, and is able to write his escape from
the Lake She ended up near the small town of Night Springs, Arizona, and learned that she had been missing from the real world for nearly two years. Derrick's nearby oil erupted with a horde of Taken controlled by Mr Scratch. Looking for light, Alan ran to a nearby motel, where he met Emma Sloan, who at first thought she was Mr Scratch, because they looked identical. He tells Alan that Scratch was at
the motel the night before, and provides Alan with a typewritten page, a way to change the reality to destroy derrick and stop Taken. Alan follows his instructions and changes the scene by derrick oil, which causes the meteor to collide with an artificial satellite, sending it painfully towards Earth, where it then collides with the oil derrick. While Alan goes on this task, the dark forces consume Emma. Following
the directions he found at the motel, along with a set of keys, Alan headed to the nearest observatory. There, Dr Rachel Meadows, who had also met Mr Scratch earlier, tracked a mysterious signal sent just before the satellite was knocked out of orbit. Rachel tells Alan that Mr. Scratch is very interested in this signal, and Alan suspects that it must contain the key to defeat it. Before they could get a complete
signal, the observatory telescope was sabotaged by Taken. After Alan repairs the damage, some of the signals come through which translates into story pages: a new reality that Alan might be able to apply. The page points Alan to a nearby drive-in theater, where he meets Serena Valdivia, who is under the influence of darkness. After freeing her by restoring power and turning on the lights, Serena tells
Alan that Mr. Scratch is trying to prevent the sun from rising again. He gave Alan the security code to the projection room where he could change reality. Alan uses incomplete messages to try to set up a new reality; however, since the message is only partial, the new reality does not apply. Mr. Scratch showed up, singed, and sent Alan back in time for a few hours earlier. Alan realizes that Mr. Scratch
intends to keep Alan stuck in a circle of time forever, until he is finally killed and Mr. Scratch will be free to take over the world. Waking up again near the motel, Alan repeats many of the same moves. Emma and Rachel still have some déjà vu from previous loop shows, and have helped do some of Alan's previous tasks for him. Despite her efforts to change events this time, Emma remains consumed again
by the darkness. Rachel was able to capture a longer portion of the signal this time, but it's still incomplete. When Alan returns to the drive-in theatre, he is still unable to complete a new reality and is sent back in time again by Mr Scratch. Alan repeats his actions a third time, but this time, he is able to save Emma and Full message from Rachel. He sets the correct set of events in the projection space,
which triggers the projector to show the movie film by Alice. Mr. Scratch appears again, but discovers that Alan has managed to write a new reality, and he is burned out of existence by the film. On screen, Alan appears to be reunited with Alice along the sunlit coastline; However, the narrator challenges whether this event actually happened, or just a thumbs up of Alan's imagination. In the post-credits
scene, Barry wakes up suddenly, believing that he has heard Alan's voice. Development On May 9, 2011, a sequel game was hinted at when Alan Wake 2 was featured on althea Suarez Gata's résumé list. On the same day, the information is removed from his résumé list. [2] On May 10, 2011, Oskari Häkkinen of Remedy told Joystiq, who had leaked rumored announcements, that an official
announcement of this installment was coming. He stressed that it would not be considered Alan Wake 2, but also would not be mere add-on content. Häkkinen won't get any more specific than that. [1] Spike Video Game Awards 2011 showed a new trailer for the game on December 10, 2011. [3] It has been speculated that this game will be an Xbox 360 game called Alan Wake's Night Springs. The first
image for the game was released by GameInformer on November 7, 2011. Just before the Video Game Awards, IGN released a screenshot of the game, along with the official title. [4] Following rumors that the game would be released for Microsoft Windows, Remedy announced in early May 2012 that the game would be available for the platform on May 22, 2012. It followed port Remedy from the original
Alan Wake to the Windows platform a few months earlier. [5] The soundtrack of Petri Alanko, the composer of the first game, re-scored American Nightmare. Licensed music includes the song Club Foot by British indie rock band Kasabian,[6] which plays an important role in the game's narrative. The Autumn poet also created two new songs; The Happy Song is performed every time Mr Scratch appears,
and Balance Slays the Demon under the fictional band 'Old Gods of Asgard'. Reception ReceptionAggregateAggregatorScoreMetacriticX360 Score: 76/100[7]PC: 73/100[8]Review scoresPublicationScore1Up.comB[9]Eurogamer7/10[10]G44/5[11]GameSpot7/10[12]. GamesRadar+8/10[13]GameTrailers8/10[14]IGN8/10[15]Joystiq[16]OXM (US)8.5/10[17]VideoGamer.com8/10[18]UGOB[19] American
Nightmare has received positive reviews. IGN scored the game 8/10, praising its production and action elements, but criticizing the sub-par story, the strangely written dialogue, and the lack of tension. In its first week of release, it was the best-selling Arcade game on Xbox Live. [20] Sequel Remedy Entertainment has stated that this is not the last Alan Wake game, and that a sequel is in development. [21]
In May 2013, Remedy confirmed they are not currently developing a new Alan Wake, instead focusing on a new game for xbox one called Quantum Break. [22] Notes ^ Remedy co-developed the Microsoft Windows port with Nitro Reference ^ a b Kie tzmann, Ludwig (May 10 Alan Wake just confirmed, but it's not 'Alan Wake 2'. Joystiq. Archived from the original on August 29, 2011. Retrieved 31 March
2012. Scott Bullock. The Escapist : News : Rumor: Remedy Busy Working on Alan Wake Sequel. Runaway Magazine. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Alan Wake's American Nightmare World Premiere | Video Game Awards | Free Video Clips | SPIKE ^ Exclusive First Screen of Alan Wake's XBLA Game - Xbox 360 News on IGN. Uk.xboxlive.ign.com. Archived from the original on 8 January 2012. Retrieved 31
March 2012. Dutton, Fred (May 8, 2012). Alan Wake's American Nightmare PC release confirmed. Eurogamer. Retrieved May 8, 2012. Author Jason Andrews (January 16, 2012). Kasabian on Alan Wake's American Nightmare Soundtrack. It's an Xbox. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Alan Wake's American Nightmare for Xbox 360 Reviews. Metacritic. CBS Interactive. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Alan Wake's
American Nightmare for PC Reviews. Metacritic. CBS Interactive. Retrieved 1 June 2012. Nguyen, Thierry (February 20, 2012). Alan Wake: American Nightmare Review for 360 of. 1UP.com. Archived from the original on May 11, 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. Minkley, Johnny (February 20, 2012). Alan Wake's American Nightmare Review • Review •. Eurogamer. Retrieved 31 March 2012. Gaskill, Jake
(February 22, 2012). Alan Wake's American Nightmare Review for the Xbox 360. G4tv. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Alan Wake's American Nightmare Review. GameSpot English. February 22nd, 2012. Archived from the original on March 30, 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Alan Wake's American Nightmare review. GamesRadar. February 20th, 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Alan Wake's American
Nightmare Video Game, HD Review | Video Clips | Trailer &amp;amp; Video Games. Gametrailers. February 22nd, 2012. Archived from the original on April 11, 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Alan Wake's American Nightmare Review - Xbox 360 Review on IGN. Uk.xboxlive.ign.com. Archived from the original on April 10, 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. Mitchell, Richard (February 20, 2012). Alan
Wake's American Nightmare review: Paging Mr. Scratch. Joystiq. Archived from the original on November 8, 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Official XBOX Magazine | Alan Wake's American Nightmare Review - Page 1. Oxmonline.com. 20 February 2012. Archived from the original on September 5, 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Alan Wake's American Nightmare Review for the Xbox 360.
VideoGamer. Archived from the original on September 22, 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. Furfari, Paul (February 21, 2012). Alan Wake's American Nightmare Review – Alan Wake. Ugo. Archived from the original on 25 February 2012. Retrieved 31 March 2012. ^ Xbox Live Activity: Sunday 27 February 2012, Alan Wake Debuts in #1 | Video Games News, Reviews, Release Date. Trendy gamers. from
the original on February 28, 2016. Retrieved 31 March 2012. Stanford, Ryan (December 11, 2011). More details on Alan Wake's American Nightmare. Relying on Relying Retrieved 31 March 2012. Narcisse, Evan (May 22, 2013). Alan Wake Creator Explains Why We Don't Get Sequels. Kotaku. Retrieved 22 May 2013. External links The official website of Alan Wake's American Nightmare on IMDb Taken
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